Cotswold Way Relay Stage 5 Cranham to Ebley Mill
1. Run up the track from the
Royal William, follow it to the
left as it forks onto the chalk
track up the golf course

2. Left on the road
for 100 metres, then
into the woods on
the path at the bend

3. Cross the golf
course, slightly uphill
to the top corner of
the enclosure

4. Cross again,
dropping away to
the left corner,
then following the
road and track to
the larger road

7. Turn Left after
12. Through the
13. A quick Left / Right
on the road by the
farm, then climb up and
out to the Beacon

woods, briefly joining a
road downhill, the
leave it to the Left

9. Keep to the LHS
11. Keep
climbing, cross
the road then drop
off to the Left

the standalone
house into a
triangular field

5. Run down to the
high street (New St),
then Right (the full
Cotswold Way
crosses New St and
goes further down –
DO NOT DO THIS)

in this field past the
mile stone. Hard Left
at the fence

6. Right turn at Edge Road
8. There is a subtle
10. Climb the steep
road, then a short
Right / Left over the
road at Edge,
climbing onto the
Common

turn to the Right half
way through this
field!

(back on the waymarked
trail) (poorly signed here I
think)

15. Climb the track, take the water
station, then turn half Right in the open
field. Now run all the way out to the
Topograph

14. From the Beacon,
double back, to the
road, falling off to the
Right just before it.

19. Drop straight
down two fields,
then Right, on the
road

21. Charge
downhill, then stick
to Left hand field
edgfe on the climb

16. Double
back again, and
run through the
Car Park into
the woods on
the top trail

18. Follow the field
edge, then turn half
Left as it starts to
descend

20. 150 metres
later, leave the
road by Left hand
gate

22. Bear Left
through the copse,
and cross the
railway via bridge

23. Right, on the road. Cross,
then Left downhill. Footpath,
Left, after the canal bridge

24. All the way along the canal, until the
last bridge before Ebley Mill. Cross it.
Finish under the tree in the middle of the
green

17. Pay
close
attention to
waymarks in
the Woods

